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Docket No. 50-461

Document Control Desk .
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: Reply to Notice of Violation Contained in
Insoection Report 50-461/96003 (DRP)

Dehr Sir:

The attaclanent to this letter contains the Illinois Power (IP) response to the
violation of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements documented in NRC
inspection report 50-461/96003 (DRP). IP admits that the violation occurred. The notice
of violation lists one example of a violation of Technical Specification 5.4.1 that states
" written procedures shall be established, implemented, and maintained covering the
activities recommended in Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A,
February 1978." The specific instance cited in the notice of violation was a failure to fully
implement an emergency diesel generator maintenance procedure which caused the
Division II emergency diesel generator to trip on an actual overspeed condition during a ;

post maintenance test.
!

IP believes that the actions described in the attached response to this notice of
violation address the concerns identified in the notice of violation.

Sincerely y irs,

YtfW b%W/
20002a wiirred Conneti

9606260188 960619 Vice PresidentPDR ADOCK 05000461
G PDR

MRS/csm

Attachment

cc: NRC Clinton Licensing Project Manager
NRC Resident Office, V-690
Regional Administrator, Region III, USNRC
Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety
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Response to Notice of Violation 50-461/96003-01 (DRP)

The Notice of Violation states in part:

1. Technical Specification 5.4.1 states that written procedures shall be established,
implemented, and maintained covering the applicable procedures recommended in
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978.

RG 1.33, Appendix A, Section 9, states that maintenance that can affect the
performance of safety-related equipment should be properly pre-planned and
performed in accordance with written procedures, documented instructions, or
drawings appropriate to the circumstances.

CPS 8207.06, " Emergency Diesel Engine Scheduled Maintenance," Section 8.6.6,
governs the setting of fuelinjector racks on the engines for the emergency diesel
generators. Specifically, Step 8.6.6.4 states, " Remove settingjack."

Contrary to the above, on April 4,1996, maintenance was not properly performed
in accordance with written procedures. Specifically, the injector setting jack was
not removed from the Division II diesel generator following the adjustment of the
injector racks. This resulted in an overspeed trip of the diesel generator during
post maintenance testing; a condition which could have been precluded.

Background and Reason for Violation

On April 4,1996, utility mechanical maintenance technicians were completing preventive
maintenance tasks on the Division II emergency diesel generator. The Division II
emergency diesel generator consists of e twelve cylinder and a sixteen cylinder diesel
engine connected in tandem to a central generator. To complete the final activities, which
were to set the fuel injector racks and the lash adjusters' settings, the engine had to be
warmed by operating the engines until they were at normal operating temperature. During
previous performances, the lash adjusters' settings were checked prior to warming the
engine, but it was recently learned that it was desirable to perform the lash adjusters'
settings when the engine was warm. In order to set the fuel injector racks an injector
settingjack was placed on the governor linkage to hold the engine throttle in the near full
open position. The setting of the fuel injector racks, and the lash adjusters' setting was
performed by different maintenance technicians on the twelve and sixteen cylinder engines.
The maintenance technician that performed the maintenance on the sixteen cylinder engine
properly removed the injector setting jack when the maintenance work on that engine was
completed. The maintenance technician that performed the work on the twelve cylinder
diesel generator did not remove the inj:ctor settingjack even though Clinton Power
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Station (CPS) procedure number 8207.06, " Emergency Diesel Engine Scheduled
' Maintenance," contained a step that required the removal of the injector setting jack when
the injector rack settings were complete. The Division II emergency diesel generator was
started to demonstrate that it was operable. The Division II emergency diesel generator
tripped on overspeed, as designed, because the injector setting jack was still installed on
the twelve cylinder diesel engines' governor.

The reason for the violation was that the maintenance technician that performed the
adjustments on the twelve cylinder diesel engine did not adhere to the steps in CPS
procedure number 8207.06, " Emergency Diesel Engine Scheduled Maintenance." Two
fr.ctors contributed to the maintenance technicians failure to follow the procedure. The
hrst item that contributed to the failure of the maintenance technician to remove the
injector setting jack was that this was the first time that the check of the lash adjusters'
settings had been performed along with the setting of the injector racks. Because the
sequence of the work being performed was different than the work that had been
previously performed, the maintenance technician should have been more sensitive to the
work that was being performed and taken extra care to ensure that all the activities
required by the maintenance procedure were being followed. The second contributing
factor was that, although the procedure used to perform the maintenance on the twelve
cylinder diesel engine contained a step to remove the injector setting jack, the procedure
checklist the maintenance technician was using did not contain a block for the maintenance
technician to initial that the governor setting jack was removed.

Corrective Steps Taken and Results Achieved

The injector setting jack was removed from the twelve cylinder diesel engine and the
governor was restored to its normal configuration. Engineering performed an evaluation
to determine whether the speed that the diesel engine tripped at had caused any adverse
affect on the Division II emergency diesel generator. Engineering concluded that there
was no adverse affect on the Division II emergency diesel generator. The Division II
emergency diesel generator was restarted and its' post maintenance test run was
successfully completed.

Corrective Steps Taken to Prevent Further Violajiqns
_

The incident and the actions that led up to the failure to remove the injector setting jack )
were reviewed with the maintenance technician that failed to remove the injector setting
jack. CPS procedure number 8207.06C001, " Emergency Diesel Engine Scheduled

'

Maintenance Checklist," was revised to include a specific step and signoff for removing
the injector settingjack at the completion of the work. The injector settingjack was i
painted a conspicuous color to aid in its detection when it is installed.
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It is recognized that at tiraes performing tasks in a different sequence than previously
performed may, in efTect, make the activity a first time evolution. Plant Manager Standing
Order 067, " Pre-Job Briefs," which discusses when pre-job briefs are required will be
revised to discuss this possibility, and the need to consider additional detail during these
pre-job eriefs. This revision will be complete by August 15,1996.

Date Wilea Full Comoliance will be Achieved

Illinois Power is in full compliance with Technical Spec fication 5.4.1 as it relates to the
failure of a maintenance techniciaa to follow CPS procedure number 8207.06,
" Emergency Diesel Engine Scheduled Maintenance."
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